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Trustwave Advanced
Security Operations Centers
REAL-TIME OPERATIONS TARGETING REAL-TIME THREATS

Benefits
●● Full lifecycle security
operations covering realtime threat monitoring,
initial detection and
response operations,
breach containment
and remote remediation
assistance as needed
●● Highly experienced and
certified SpiderLabs
security analysts,
consultants and threat
researchers located at
every ASOC location
world-wide
●● Real-time operation of
federated ASOCs means
real-time updates of
global threat intelligence
into Trustwave managed
solutions as well as
incident response
procedures world-wide
●● Follow the sun operations
ensures incidents are
continuously worked from
start to finish, non-stop by
the best security minds in
the business
●● Seamless, global support
for Trustwave specific
security solutions as well
as a growing number
of strategic third party
partners & solution
providers

Global cybercrime is reaching epidemic proportions, with advanced threats
continuously evolving in real-time, targeting businesses of all shapes and sizes.
Security point products are failing to stem the tide and most organizations
continue to be challenged with the worldwide shortage of experienced security
personnel. And the outlook is not getting any better.
Managed Security Services are an effective way to extend your security team, optimize your security resources and
respond to the cybercrime epidemic. But an MSSPs operations must match up against those of its adversaries, requiring
responsive, real-time, federated operations on a global scale. Trustwave’s Advanced Security Operations Centers
(ASOCs) are uniquely designed to reflect the nature of today’s threat environment to protect and defend our customers
whenever and wherever their operations are world-wide.
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Overview
Trustwave delivers its Managed Security Services through a global network
of federated ASOCs strategically located on major network peering points
throughout the world. To fully leverage this enhanced visibility, Trustwave
architected a globally federated operations infrastructure which features
unrivaled real-time threat intelligence, big data analytics and advanced
security automation tools for incident response operations all backed up
by our world-class SpiderLabs security team. The net result is a global
capability to combat cybercriminals on an unprecedented scale to protect
and defend our customers.
Another unique benefit to Trustwave ASOCs lies in their ability to cover
every aspect of a security incident or potential breach all the way from
initial detection to final resolution when your network and business
are returned back to steady state operation. This includes 24x7 threat
monitoring and detection operations, but then goes above and beyond to
support incident response, breach containment and remediation activities
needed to return your business to normal. Having all of this capability
under one roof helps accelerate the entire lifecycle, greatly reducing
coordination overhead and removes process latency every step of the
way so that potential damages or data loss are minimized to the greatest
extent possible.
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Federated operations means that all of Trustwave’s ASOCs are leveraged
globally on our customers’ behalf so that regardless of where a new threat
initially emerges, all of Trustwave’s ASOCs are immediately updated in
real-time. SpiderLabs threat intelligence feeds are pushed down to all
affected managed devices and ASOC incident response procedures across
the globe are updated as well, ensuring that all Trustwave customers are
protected.

